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Value Education (Honesty and Integrity)

06. 11. L7 (Zero period duration)

C|ass IX B

Guest Lecture Hall

Students and Class teachers (Class IX A-E)

Students' Workshop

C*JTCTXVES

To make the students:
. Understand the difference between honest and dishonest behavior.

. Learn that telling a lie is not the only way to be dishonest.

. Recognize that dishonest behavior can be huftful to others.

. Relate how values, beliefs, character, and integrity affect leaders'daily choices.

DESCRIPTION:

"Honesty is the first chapter in the book of wisdom."

Activity plays an essential role in creating awareness amongst the young generation. Keeping the

same, RDpS holds its Value Educatron Workshop (Honesty and Integrity), The activity started with a

rendition and a video on same. Students were apprised that honesty builds character within an

individual personality, creates and maintains teamwork and also improves self discipline'

Furthermore, a student gave an inspirational speech on " Thou shalt not steal, Thou shalt not bear false

witness", explaining that one should be honest with oneself, others and God at all times. Being honest

means choosing not to lie, steal, cheat, or deceive in anyway. Adding to it, there was a poetry

recitation explaining "Life is often so much more enjoyable and guilty free when we are honest with

- .- ,thers and even ourselves.." Moreover, students presented mime act depicting that no legacy is so rich

than honesty, making the spectators rapt and as usual it was a pleasure to watch our smart children

conduct themselves in such a disciplined manner and render the enjoyable content with such feeling

and conviction.

In retrospect, the workshop was great and students appeared enthusiastic in obtaining information and

discussing, as it encouraged the students to reflect on their own values and actions, and to be active

partners in promoting a culture of integrity both in and outside the classroom.
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